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Thermal Analysis of Passively Cooled Hybrid CPV
Module Using Si Cell as Heat Distributor

Juan F. Martı́nez , Marc Steiner, Maike Wiesenfarth, Stefan W. Glunz , and Frank Dimroth

Abstract—In this paper, we introduce a new kind of hybrid con-
centrator photovoltaic module that is capable of harvesting direct
and diffuse irradiance. The concept, denominated EyeCon, uses a
Fresnel lens to concentrate direct irradiance onto a primary III–V
four-junction solar cell. Directly underneath, a large-area silicon
cell is stacked and used as a secondary conversion material for
diffuse irradiance while also acting as a heat distributor. This pa-
per focuses on determining the feasibility of this concept based on
the evaluation of the thermal behavior of both cells. Such assess-
ment is performed using finite element analysis, indoor infrared
thermography, and outdoor measurements under real concentra-
tor operating conditions. The results reveal that under an ambient
temperature of 25 °C and a geometric concentration of 226 ×
900 W/m2 plus 100 W/m2 of diffuse irradiance, the concentrator
III–V and silicon cell temperatures do not increase beyond 80 °C
and 60 °C, respectively. Thus, our analysis shows that the silicon
can be used simultaneously as a heat distributor and a solar cell.

Index Terms—Direct plus diffuse irradiance, hybrid concentra-
tor photovoltaic (CPV) on silicon (Si) module, silicon as heat dis-
tributor, III–V and concentrator PV.

I. INTRODUCTION

IMPROVING photovoltaic conversion of solar energy is a
key aspect of promoting the transformation of our fossil fuel

dependent systems into renewable and sustainable ones. In this
sense, concentrator photovoltaic (CPV) technology based on
III–V multi-junction solar cells for terrestrial applications of-
fers the highest conversion efficiency possible [1], [2], 43.4%
today [3]. However, their performance can be severely affected
in the case of high cell operating temperatures caused by con-
centration [4]. For this reason, CPV modules require effective
thermal management in order to retain their high efficiency and
reliability [5]–[8]. Furthermore, the use of concentrating optics
limits their conversion ability to direct normal irradiance (DNI).
This means that they are unable to capture full global normal
irradiance (GNI) to also generate power with the diffuse part of
the solar spectrum. This diffuse component can represent 10%
to over 30% of unused solar resource even in locations with high
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Fig. 1. Top: Standard solar resource on earth (black) composed of diffuse
(blue dotted) and direct (red dashed) spectra. Bottom: Diagram of the EyeCon
concept where a Fresnel lens concentrates DNI onto a 4J cell, while a Si cell
absorbs diffuse irradiance and also acts as a heat distributing substrate.

direct irradiation (>2000 kWh/(m2·a)) [9]. This issue may be
circumvented by integration of a secondary large-area solar cell
that absorbs and converts diffuse irradiance at low cost. Fig. 1
shows that silicon (Si) is a suitable material to do so because
its band gap energy (1.11 μm) [10] is lower than most of the
diffuse spectrum available. In addition, the Si solar cell industry
has outstandingly driven down the price of 6′′ monocrystalline
Si cells ($0.87 per cell—June/2018) [11] while pushing their
efficiency (26.7%) [12] closer to the theoretical limit. For these
reasons more than ever, integration at the module level of silicon
and concentrator III–V multi-junction solar cells has attracted
the attention of many research groups in order to boost pho-
tovoltaic conversion [13]–[17]. The main idea of enhancing a
conventional CPV module with a secondary low-cost solar cell
was first patented by Benitez et al. in a four-terminal configura-
tion [13] and then by Meitl et al. in a two-terminal fashion [14].
Today, different approaches and architectures aiming to imple-
ment the aforementioned idea can be found in the literature.
For instance, in 2014, Yamada and Okamoto [15] introduced a
CPV mono-module (476×) that uses a Fresnel lens (144 cm2)
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to concentrate DNI onto a triple-junction solar cell. Above this
cell, they integrated a large-area crystalline Si cell that col-
lects diffuse irradiance, while it allows concentrated light to
penetrate through a hole in its surface. The four-terminal mono-
module generated 44% more power than the CPV part alone
when the DNI to GNI ratio (DNI/GNI) was 0.6. Then in 2016,
Yamada and Hirai [16] investigated the performance of a 200×
miniature CPV module that combines III–V triple-junction and
bifacial Si solar cells. Their configuration packages 16 CPV
cells onto a copper pattern fabricated on a glass substrate. Un-
derneath the substrate, a laminated bifacial cell collects diffuse
light from front and rear. Furthermore, they used a full poly-
methyl methacrylate lens array (32.5 cm2) as primary optics
combined with a reflective secondary optical element. Their
four-terminal mini-module generated 39% more power than its
equivalent without a bifacial Si cell when DNI/GNI > 0.75, and
63% when 0.4 < DNI/GNI < 0.5. Also, in 2016, Lee et al.
[17] contributed with their micro-CPV module (∼1000×) that
uses 660 triple-junction cells and 93 laser-cut Si interdigitated
back contact (IBC) cells. All cells are mounted onto a copper
backplane under an inward-facing array of plano-convex lenses
(0.303 m2) as primary optics. Additionally, refractive ball lenses
are used as secondary optics. In their four-terminal prototype,
the power output of the CPV part alone was increased 3.4% even
under very high DNI/GNI (0.924) conditions. These examples
show that hybridization has the potential to boost conventional
CPV power output between 3% and 60% depending on the
design and the DNI/GNI ratio.

In Fig. 1, we introduce the EyeCon concept, a new hybrid
CPV module developed at Fraunhofer ISE. The concept uses
a Fresnel lens to concentrate DNI (red dashed) onto a III–V
four-junction cell, while a large-area Si cell harvests diffuse
irradiance (blue dotted) and also acts as a heat distributing sub-
strate. The CPV cell is mechanically stacked directly on the
top of silicon to facilitate heat transfer. However, a dielectric
adhesive is used between the cells in order to avoid the need
for current or voltage matching. Hence, the concept is a four-
terminal architecture. Lastly, the cell stack is laminated onto
a glass baseplate with ethylene-vinyl acetate (EVA). This dual
use of silicon aims at increasing power output while leveraging
its added cost by replacing the metal heat sink used in con-
ventional CPV modules. Nevertheless, silicon’s ability to work
as a heat distributor without thermally compromising CPV and
its own performance still needs to be assessed. For this reason,
the paper focuses on investigating the thermal behavior of the
concept using finite element simulation, indoor infrared ther-
mography (IRT), and outdoor testing of a submodule under real
concentrator operating conditions.

II. FINITE ELEMENT MODEL (FEM)

The FEM used for thermal simulations has three main parts:
the three-dimensional (3-D) CAD drawing, the heat loads, and
the boundary conditions. In Fig. 2, we show the exploded view
of the smallest element of symmetry (1/4) of the CAD drawing
used for simulation. It consists of seven stacked components:
CPV cell, solder, back contact, dielectric adhesive, silicon cell,
lamination, and baseplate.

Fig. 2. Exploded view of the FEM’s smallest element of symmetry (1/4).
Components i, iii, v, vi, and vii are represented as solid bodies, whereas com-
ponents ii and iv are implemented as thermal resistances due to their thin or
variable thickness. The mesh has 94 188 nodes with triangular elements.

TABLE I
GEOMETRICAL AND PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF THE FEM

Thermal conductivities and emissivities are given at room temperature. Sources: Jaus
[18]∗, k-space [19]∗∗, and Ioffe [20]∗∗∗.

The required geometrical and physical properties, such as
size, thickness (t), thermal conductivity (k), and emissivity (ε),
for the thermal steady-state solution are given in Table I.

In order to enable comparison with experimental measure-
ments, the model was simulated in open circuit to approximate
the thermal condition that occurs outdoors during intermittent
I–V sweeping. Furthermore, the absorbed DNI and diffuse ir-
radiance constitute the thermal loads to be implemented on the
model’s surface as radiant heat fluxes. For this, the radial con-
centration profile C(r) of the Fresnel lens (Alens = 16 cm2)
used outdoors was measured under narrow bandwidth red light
(622 nm, FWHM 20 nm) [21]. The result is the following equa-
tion, a bell-shaped curve that scales with DNI to represent the
heat flux on the CPV cell surface Gc(r) due to a geometric
concentration (Cgeo = Alens /ACPV ) of 226×:

Gc (r) = DNI · (1 − ρcpv) · C (r) (1)

where r is the radial vector of the CPV cell and ρcpv is its
reflectance loss (0.10) taken from [18]. Note that the lens
optical efficiency (ηopt = 0.874) is accounted for in C(r). In
contrast, diffuse irradiance on both cell surfaces was assumed
to be homogeneous and its corresponding heat flux Gd is
calculated by

Gd = (GNI − DNI) · (1 − ρsi) (2)

where ρsi is the reflectance loss of the Si cell (0.10) taken from
[22]. In Fig. 3, we present the radial heat load profile calculated
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Fig. 3. Calculated (black line) and discretized (red area) radial heat load
profile based on the AM1.5g spectrum. The geometric concentration Cgeo is
226×. Note the y-axis change in scaling at 100 W/m2 and the x-axis change in
scaling at 1.5 mm.

TABLE II
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS OF THE FEM

with (1) and (2) for the AM1.5g spectrum (GNI = 1000 W/m2,
DNI = 900 W/m2). The discretized Gc(r) is implemented on
the CPV cell surface as a series of 12 concentric rings of equal
width, whereas Gd is applied uniformly on both cells.

The boundary conditions of the FEM are defined at the ex-
posed top and bottom surfaces by the average heat exchange
coefficients (h̄) and the temperatures of the media they interact
with (Tmedia). In Table II, we present a summary of the bound-
ary conditions used in our model. These were taken from the
work of Jaus [18] where he validated that internal and external
convection coefficients of 7 and 9 W/m2·K reduce the error be-
tween simulation and measurement below 1 K for a conventional
CPV module with a passive metal heat distributor. Additionally,
he measured the temperature of the lens and the air inside the
module to be 36.9 ± 2.4 °C and 50.7 ± 2.5 °C when DNI =
850 W/m2, Tamb = 24.4 ± 2.5 ◦C, and Vwind = 0.57 m/s.

The implementation of these boundary conditions into our
model allows us to simplify the 3-D drawing by removing the
lens and frame bodies if we assume a fixed temperature of the
lens and air inside the module. This also requires assuming
effective convection coefficients for top and bottom surfaces.
Together, these assumptions proved to be adequate given the
strong correlation between simulation and experimental data
presented in the next sections. Computing time and resources
were also significantly reduced.

III. THERMAL SIMULATION

A. Temperature Distribution on CPV and Si Cell Surface

Thermal simulation of the FEM using the heat load profile in
Fig. 3 and a moderate dielectric adhesive thermal resistance
(Rd = t/k = 150 mm2·K/ W) yields the cell temperature

Fig. 4. Simulated CPV (red triangles) and Si (blue circles) cell temperature
profile from center to corner. The horizontal dashed lines depict the cells average
temperatures. Thermal resistance of the dielectric adhesive is 150 mm2·K/W.
Note the x-axis change in scaling at 1.5 mm. Insets: CPV and Si cell thermo-
grams.

profiles in Fig. 4. Although small in size, the CPV cell de-
scribes a Gaussian profile (red triangles) on its surface due to
the intensely concentrated heat flux in the center and its finite
thermal conductivity. On the other hand, the silicon cell temper-
ature (blue circles) decays logarithmically along its radius as is
expected of a thin plate conducting heat away from its center
[23]. Both the CPV and Si cell present hot spots in their centers,
84.7 °C and 72.7 °C; however, from now on we will refer to
the top surface average, 77.8 °C and 63.6 °C, because it is more
representative of the effective p–n junction temperature. The
3.5 K gradient between CPV and Si cells is due to the dielectric
adhesive thermal resistance.

B. CPV Cell Temperature vs. Thermal Resistance of Dielectric

In order to reduce the CPV cell temperature, the overall ther-
mal resistance of the module needs to be minimized. This section
investigates the influence of the dielectric adhesive thermal re-
sistance (Rd ) because it is crucial in enabling silicon to perform
as a heat distributor. Also, because its value varies over four
orders of magnitude, the right material has to be selected. Such
broad range comprehends commercially available dielectrics
like ceramic substrates, high thermal conductivity pre-pregs,
epoxy, or acrylic adhesives that are filled with Ag or ceramic
and insulating flame retardant composites, like FR-4. In Fig. 5,
we show in a semi-log plot how the CPV cell temperature rises
24 K when Rd increases from 0.1 to 1000 mm2·K/W. This un-
derlines the importance of selecting a dielectric with Rd not
greater than 225 mm2·K/W for the CPV cell to operate at a rea-
sonable temperature, i.e., <80 °C. However, since cheap direct
soldering cannot be used due to the lack of electrical isolation
of the circuits, an isolating adhesive is necessary, but choosing
an adhesive with Rd lower than 35 mm2·K/W is not required
because it elevates material cost without significantly lowering
CPV temperature. We have chosen a dielectric thermal tape of
ceramic-filled acrylic (Rd = 150 mm2·K/ W) to assemble the
prototypes for indoor and outdoor tests.
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Fig. 5. Simulated CPV cell average temperature as a function of logarithmic
thermal resistance of the dielectric adhesive. The vertical dashed lines divide the
different kinds of adhesives into three groups: highly electrically and thermally
conductive (left), electrically insulating but thermally conductive (center), and
electrically insulating and poorly thermally conductive (right).

Fig. 6. Simulated CPV (red triangles) and Si (blue circles) cell average tem-
perature as a function of GNI and DNI/GNI (top x-axis). Solid lines depict the
linear fits applied to both cells. Shaded bands show the temperature fluctuation
at every GNI level if DNI/GNI varies between 0.5 and 0.9. Thermal resistance
of the dielectric adhesive is 150 mm2·K/W.

C. CPV and Si Cell Temperature vs. Irradiance

We have investigated the thermal behavior of the hybrid CPV
module under the standard AM1.5g spectrum. Now, we present
its behavior under a realistic range of DNI/GNI values (0.5–0.9)
encountered outdoors and an ambient temperature of 25 °C. For
this purpose, we used SMARTS2 to extract broadband GNI and
DNI while increasing the aerosol optical depth of the typical
mid-latitude summer atmosphere (45 N) [24]. The result is a
decrease in GNI, DNI, and DNI/GNI. As shown in Fig. 6, the
FEM yields a linear increase of CPV (red triangles) and Si (blue
circles) cell temperatures with GNI at a rate of 68 and 24 mK
per W/m2 (linear fits), respectively. Therefore, we can expect
the CPV and Si cells to operate 12 and 4.3 K hotter, respectively,
when DNI nearly doubles, but GNI only increases 20%. This 3:1
ratio in temperature increment reflects the significant impact of
DNI/GNI on the CPV cell temperature. Moreover, as depicted
by the shaded bands, the average CPV and Si cell temperature
fluctuates up to 5.5 and 1 K within its band’s edges where
DNI/GNI varies between 0.5 and 0.9 at any GNI level.

Fig. 7. Simulated CPV (red triangles) and Si (blue circles) cell average tem-
perature as a function of Cgeo or heat input. Solid lines depict the linear fits
applied to both cells above 72×. The shaded bands show the maximum and
minimum cell temperature. The AM1.5g spectrum (DNI = 900 W/m2 and dif-
fuse irradiance = 100 W/m2) was used as the input heat load and the thermal
resistance of the dielectric adhesive is 150 mm2·K/W. Note the x-axis change in
scaling at 2× or 0.01 W.

D. CPV and Si Cell Temperature vs. Geometric Concentration

Increasing geometric concentration is a way to reduce the cost
of CPV systems; therefore, this section investigates the thermal
effects of linearly increasing the concentrated heat flux Gc(r)
of the AM1.5g spectrum according to geometric concentration.
For the analysis, the lens aperture and the Si cell surface area
were increased proportionally, whereas the CPV cell size was
fixed at 7.07 mm2. In Fig. 7, we show that the CPV and Si cells
heat up 16 and 0.5 K per Watt of heat input. At this rate, the
CPV cell already operates above 100 °C at 500×; therefore, it
is not recommended to concentrate more than 2.8 W onto one
concentrator solar cell. On the other hand, the average Si cell
temperature at the same concentration level remains nearly con-
stant (64 °C). However, as depicted by the blue shaded band, the
concentrated heat in the CPV cell causes an intense center hot
spot (Tmax > 85 °C) that decreases performance and degrades
the EVA lamination [25]. At the same time, the minimum tem-
perature of the Si cell decreases with concentration because its
convective and radiative thermal resistances decrease with the
surface area, while the conductive one increases. This yields a
more severe hot spot and slightly colder edges. On the contrary,
reducing the concentration to 1×, which is the limiting case of
the FEM due to its boundary conditions, brings both cell tem-
peratures (51 °C) to the thermal equilibrium temperature of the
air inside the module. Additionally, we can observe in the gap
between bands how the temperature gradient introduced by Rd

increases 4.2 K from 226× to 500×. To mitigate this effect, Rd

should be reduced to 25 mm2·K/W.

IV. INFRARED THERMOGRAPHY (IRT)

In this section, we present the IRT results of the tempera-
ture profile on the Si cell surface as well as the temperature
dependence of the CPV cell with DNI. For this purpose, we
symmetrically stacked a 3 × 3 array of chip resistor assemblies
on the top of a 125 mm × 125 mm Si IBC cell using a dielectric
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Fig. 8. Measured temperature profile of the resistor and Si IBC cell surface
along the unit cell radius under DNI = 1019 W/m2 or Pel = 1.32 W. Note
the x-axis change in scaling at 1.5 mm. Inset: Measured thermogram of the
prototype surface temperature. White dashed square depicts the unit cell.

thermal tape (Rd = 150 mm2·K/ W). Each assembly consists
of a 5 mm × 6 mm chip resistor (1.5 Ω) soldered onto a small
copper substrate (5 mm × 12 mm). When the current flows
through these nine series interconnected resistors, they emulate
the input heat load from concentrated DNI that would impinge
on the CPV cells outdoors. In this manner, the thermal behavior
of the EyeCon concept can be approximated and recorded in the
laboratory. For the experiment, the emissivity setting of the IR
camera was set to 0.87, because it yielded an agreement within
±2 K with contact probe measurements. Additionally, diffuse
irradiance was neglected and DNI input was calculated using

DNI = Pel / [Auc · (ηopt − ρcpv)] (3)

where Pel is the electric power applied to each resistor, and Auc

is the area of the unit cell (16 cm2). The thermogram in the inset
in Fig. 8 shows the temperature distribution on the prototype’s
surface for an equivalent DNI input of 1019 W/m2 that corre-
sponds to a geometric concentration of 226× or 1.25 W per
resistor. In this case, we observe that the center resistor reached
an average temperature of 77 ± 2 °C and that the profile on
the Si IBC cell decays logarithmically as predicted before by
simulation, in Fig. 4, with an average of 49.5 ± 2 °C. Although
the simulated outdoor conditions differ slightly compared to
those in the laboratory, both results are within the uncertainty
of the measured resistor temperature. In the following experi-
ment, we used the resistor temperature as an indicator for the
CPV cell average value.

In order to experimentally establish the temperature response
of the CPV cell on the incident irradiance, we performed a varia-
tion of the input electric power Pel and recorded the temperature
of the center resistor under a thermal steady state. In Fig. 9, we
plot its temperature (red triangles) as a function of equivalent
DNI or Pel. As expected from simulation, this relationship is
linear (solid line), and by the electro-thermal analogy [23], we
extracted the equivalent thermal resistance of the CPV cell to
ambient from the slope to be 0.050 m2·K/W. This value is 16%
higher than the one simulated in Fig. 6 (0.043 m2·K/W) for the
case where DNI/GNI = 0.9 because the IRT experiment was
conducted under DNI/GNI = 1; thus, a larger slope is in order.

Fig. 9. Measured temperature of the center resistor (red triangles) as a function
of equivalent DNI or Pel when Tamb = 22.4 ◦C. Red solid line is the linear fit to
the IRT measurements and the slope represents the equivalent CPV cell thermal
resistance to ambient.

Fig. 10. Diagram of the EyeCon submodule used for outdoor testing. Array
of 3 × 3 CPV SCAs is adhered on a 125 mm × 125 mm Si IBC cell with a
thermal tape. SCAs are interconnected by heavy wire bonding to form three
series strings of three cells in parallel. Prototype is enclosed by the Fresnel lens
plate, the glass baseplate, and a mirror glass frame.

V. OUTDOOR TESTING UNDER REAL CONCENTRATOR

OPERATING CONDITIONS

Besides thermal simulation and IRT, the temperature behavior
of the CPV and Si cells was investigated under real outdoor
concentrator operating conditions. For this purpose, we built
the submodule shown in Fig. 10. The cell stack is made of nine
CPV solar cell assemblies (SCAs) attached with a dielectric
thermal tape to the surface of a 125 mm × 125 mm Si IBC cell.
Each SCA consists of a III–V four-junction cell (Ø = 3 mm) and
a bypass diode soldered onto a small copper substrate (4 mm
× 12 mm) that functions as a back contact. Thin-wire bonds
interconnect the cell with the diode and the diode’s anode is
used as a front contact. The SCAs interconnection is done via
heavy-wire bonding in a configuration of three series strings of
three cells in parallel. The cell stack is laminated with EVA to a
3-mm-thick glass plate where it is enclosed by a 3 × 3 Fresnel
lens array (144 cm2) and a surrounding glass frame. The latter
has a mirror finish (ρ = 0.82) in order to reproduce the optical
boundary that would exist in a larger module.
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TABLE III
REFERENCE PARAMETERS OF THE HYBRID CPV MODULE

The reference conditions for the CPV array are 23 °C and 226 × 900 W/m2, and for the
Si IBC cell, 25 °C and 150 W/m2. αr and δr are the ISC and efficiency temperature
coefficients under the reference conditions.

Testing was performed at our outdoor facility in Freiburg,
Germany, between June and August 2017. The submodule was
mounted on a dual-axis sun tracker, while the meteorological
(ambient temperature Tamb and wind speed Vwind ), spectral
(GNI and DNI), and I–V characteristics were recorded every
15 s. After filtering the data, we kept over 2000 entries. Based
on these measurements, we used Muller’s [26] approach to cal-
culate the effective operating temperature T of our CPV array
(where cells on the edge of the array operate at a lower tempera-
ture) and Si IBC cell (which has an inhomogeneous temperature
profile). The method uses

T = (VOC − VOCr + βr · Tr )
/[

Ns · n · k
q

· ln
(

ISC

ISCr

)
+ βr

]

(4)

where VOC and ISC are the outdoor measured open-circuit volt-
age and short-circuit current, VOCr , ISCr , and βr are the reference
open-circuit voltage, short-circuit current, and VOC temperature
coefficient under the reference irradiance, 226 × 900 W/m2 for
the CPV array and 150 W/m2 for the Si IBC cell, defined by
its level during the outdoor thermal transient measurements, Tr

is the reference temperature at which the dark I–V curve of the
CPV array (23 °C) and the light I–V curve of the Si IBC cell
(25 °C) were measured, Ns is the number of cells interconnected
in series, n is the diode ideality factor based on the cell’s number
of junctions (1 and 4), k = 1.380 × 10–23 J/K is Boltzmann’s
constant, and q = 1.602 × 10–19 °C is the elementary charge.
Table III summarizes the measured reference parameters of the
hybrid CPV module.

In order to obtain a useful relationship to predict both cell tem-
peratures, we adapted Faiman’s linear model [27] to correlate
T, Tamb, GNI, and Vwind . The following equation is the expres-
sion that results from exchanging the wind-dependent thermal
conductance for a wind-dependent thermal resistance Rw :

(T − Tamb) /GNI = Rw = Rss + rconv · Vwind (5)

where the intercept Rss represents the steady-state thermal resis-
tance and the slope rconv accounts for the variation in convective
thermal resistance due to wind speed (5 min average). As de-
picted in Fig. 11, the thermal resistance of both cells (scatter
plots) decreases inversely proportional to Vwind .

If we solve for T in (5) while applying the conditions
used in simulation, Vwind = 0 m/s, Tamb = 25 ◦C, and GNI
= 1000 W/m2, we obtain the CPV array operating at 77 ± 3 °C,
where both the simulated FEM result in Fig. 4 (77.8 °C) and
the IRT measurement in Fig. 9 (79.2 ± 2 °C) are within the
model uncertainty. At the same time, the Si IBC cell operates

Fig. 11. Experimentally obtained CPV array (red triangles) and Si cell (blue
circles) thermal resistance as a function of wind speed. The solid lines are the
corresponding linear fits where the intercept is the steady-state thermal resistance
and the slope represents the variation in convective thermal resistance due to
wind speed.

at 56 ± 3 °C where the IRT measurement (49.5 ± 2 °C + (25
– 22.4) °C) corrected from 22.4 °C to 25 °C ambient temper-
ature is within the uncertainty boundaries, while the simulated
Si cell temperature (63.6 °C) is 4.6 °C above them. Hence, we
can say that our FEM accurately predicts the CPV cell temper-
ature, whereas it overestimates that of the Si cell. Nevertheless,
both temperatures decrease 1.4 K for every m/s increment in
wind speed. The uncertainty of the thermal resistance model
is explained by the DNI/GNI variation between 0.5 and 0.92
during GNI progression from 400 to 1100 W/m2, as previously
described by the simulation in Section III-C.

The outdoor steady-state thermal resistance of the CPV array
based on variable DNI/GNI is in agreement within 4% to the in-
door IRT value obtained at DNI/GNI = 1. For comparison with
conventional CPV module technology, we refer to the work of
Siefer and Bett [28] where they calculated 0.040 m2·K/W as
the thermal resistance of a submodule using copper substrates
and Fresnel lenses of the same size (16 cm2) with comparable
optical efficiency (0.85). This indicates that under the former
conditions and DNI/GNI = 0.9, the CPV array in our proposed
hybrid module would be 16 K hotter. This temperature differ-
ence represents a 1% loss in DNI conversion efficiency, which
is easily compensated by the additional power generated in the
Si cell. Other losses due to low and inhomogeneous illumina-
tion shall be investigated in future work; however, we expect
the Si cell to have good performance outdoors. In addition, as
DNI/GNI drops below 0.9, the power loss of the CPV array
due to temperature decreases relative to GNI, whereas the Si
cell contribution from diffuse irradiance increases. Electrical
performance of the EyeCon concept can be found in [29].

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

This paper investigates the thermal feasibility of using a sil-
icon solar cell as the heat distributing substrate and diffuse
irradiance converter of a hybrid CPV module. Such dual use
of silicon is intended to leverage its extra cost by replacing the
metal heatsink used in conventional CPV modules while in-
creasing power output. Investigation of the CPV and silicon cell
thermal behavior was performed using finite element simulation,
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indoor IRT, and outdoor measurements under real concentrator
operating conditions.

Thermal simulation under Tamb = 25 ◦C, DNI = 900 W/m2,
diffuse irradiance = 100 W/m2, and Cgeo = 226× revealed the
following.

1) Due to concentration, the radial temperature distribu-
tion on the CPV cell surface follows a Gaussian profile,
whereas that on the silicon cell decays logarithmically.

2) The distributed thermal resistance of the dielectric adhe-
sive between CPV and silicon cells should not exceed
225 mm2·K/W in order to keep their respective tempera-
tures below 80 °C and 60 °C.

3) Both cell temperatures respond linearly to GNI; however,
DNI/GNI introduces a fluctuation of 5.5 and 1 K, respec-
tively.

4) The CPV cell operates above 100 °C at Cgeo = 500×
(2.8 W) and the Si cell presents a 90 °C center hot spot.

In this sense, micro-CPV is an alternative path to explore
in order to achieve lower cell operating temperatures at high
geometric concentration.

Indoor IRT of a prototype assembly confirmed the logarith-
mically decaying temperature profile on the silicon cell surface
and the linear relationship of the CPV cell temperature with
DNI.

Outdoor measurements of a submodule yielded a linear model
of thermal resistance as a function of wind speed that predicts
the CPV and Si cell temperatures to be 77 °C and 56 °C with
an uncertainty of ±3 K when Vwind = 0 m/s, Tamb = 25 ◦C,
and GNI = 1000 W/m2. Additionally, the obtained CPV array
thermal resistance was found to be 30% larger than that of a
conventional CPV module using a metal heatsink.

These findings demonstrate that silicon works as a heat dis-
tributing substrate if the total input power on the CPV cell is
<2.8 W. This can either be achieved by limiting the concentra-
tion on the CPV cell or by applying smaller lenses and cells.
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